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Note: This Video Has EXTREME EMOTIONAL DISTRAUGHT -- The Actors Here Are Covering Up A Hate Conspiracy That I Label On Social 
Media As [ #ConspiracyExposedTerminatesASAP ] long before I encountered the term [ #GangStalking ].   
 
On April 6th 2020, a document from the National Institutes of Health repository of Health-Related Documents: was published on the 
prevalence of online reporting of the terms associated with Gang Stalking that I and many others have encountered for years.  
 
The Phenomenology of Group Stalking (‘Gang-Stalking’): A Content Analysis of Subjective Experiences 
Lorraine Sheridan,,* David V. James, and Jayden Roth 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/arti... 
 
My impacts and my attempts to documented them go all of the way back to June 2005 with the registration of my internet domains 
referenced in this video.    
 
This is not a mere miscalculated effort or accidental oversight on part of law enforcement to not interface to a citizen here in San Bernardino CA 
since my return here in July 2017, where the haters once more time were successful when it would be contrary to popular belief to occur if 
everyone was acting with under conventions of the common good. That is not what is happening.   
 
What is happening - by backing special interests instead of following and enforcing common decency and laws that affect basic human rights, 
law enforcement all across this land are in a pivot point role to have allowed gang stalking to go on unending for decades. 
 
3 Hours of Truth Builds Trust - ThisAgentCares 
 
GOOGLE DRIVE SHARE: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W621... 
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There mere fact that I mus engage law enforcement and there is absolutely zero tolerance or excuses to not move forward -- they must 
acknowledge me as a citizen of the United States and incorporate this issue into their working 'full police force' agenda. There is no excuse and 
I will never never shut down this effort to free myself from instead of compromise to get my care in HIV, to endorse a system of hate to live vs. 
die --- I would rather die first.  
 
------ 
 
The Technolgy on this video that I am using are free tools.  In that free tool effort,  lesser power of video capture, etc. this video is more about 
the overlying messages given -- if you want perfection audience before you will listen -- you are a hater for sure --  -- you can never get it from 
me -- with that dismissing attitude you give me -- "FUCK YOU THEN" -- I will --- the message you say by throwing me away is "Fuck Off and Die": 
 
The Mix of This Video --- When the System Audio is used with the Mic Active creates its one UNIQUE BLEND [ Perhaps SCAR  ] onto the 
PRESENTATION of this VIDEO -- ALL AUDIOS can be retrieved with perfect clarity -- so if you are not willing to reflect on the entire presence of 
this video --- without complaint and without clicking "STOP" or "BACK" -- to get back to your FUCKED UP HUMAN LIFE -- Don't you dare cross 
paths with me -- you might just get listed like the HIV/AIDS Care Doctor is named in this video --- and you can go back to your ignorant  fucked 
up human life. 
 
My attitudes here -- justified. 
 
This is an embarrassment to humana.com --  
 
this is an embarrassment to "http://ThisAgentCares.com" 
 
Really Ms. Williams -- Your Silence Is Never An Option for my Care At Humana In This Regard --- I call for you to be SHOT by way of "FIRING 
SQUAD" for the guilty punishment of the DEATH PENALTY in this video.  Perhaps you will be that AGENT THAT CARES -- SO FAR #HUGEFAIL 
 
You all must fail.   I die.  I am dead now -- to know this video may be the one that puts someone [ Even An Officer Of The Police ] to SHOOT ME 
DEAD FIRST before the PUBLIC KNOWS THE TRUTH. 
 
WHAT IS REPRESENTED HERE IS: 
 
I SWEAR AND AFFIRM THAT THE FOLLOWING VIDEO IS AN ATTEMPT AS BEST PLACED TO REMOVE THE IGNORANCE INVOLVED IN A 
HATE CONSPIRACY THAT I AM IN NO WAY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE OUTCOMES.  
 
The TRUTH, THE WHOLE TRUTH, AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH 
SO HELP ME GOD.
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